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Abstract Recent findings suggest, separable states, which are otherwise of no
use in entanglement dependent tasks, can also be used in information processing tasks that depend upon the discord type general non classical correlations.
In this work, we explore the nature of uncertainty in separable states as measured by local quantum uncertainty. Particularly in two-qubit system, we find
separable X-state which has maximum local quantum uncertainty. Interestingly, this separable state coincides with the separable state, having maximum
geometric discord. We also search for the maximum amount of local quantum
uncertainty in separable Bell diagonal states. We indicate an interesting connection to the tightness of entropic uncertainty with the state of maximum
uncertainty.
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1 Introduction
As a measure of non classical correlation beyond entanglement, discord[1,
2,3] has generated lot of interest in recent years. Numerous literature has
been engaged in understanding its precise role in both the quantum computing and information theoretic tasks, e.g., DQC1 model [4,5,6], Grover
search algorithm[7], remote state preparation[8,9], state merging[10,11] entanglement distribution[12, 13], state discrimination[14,15,16,17], two-qubit state
ordering[18], quantum cryptography[19]. Recently, an operational method of
using discord, as a resource, has been experimentally established [20] and an
interesting connection between discord and interferometric power of quantum
state has been established [21]. Several other versions of discord have also been
proposed[3] including geometric and relative entropic discord.
Measurement, in general, disturbs a quantum state. Classically, we can
measure any two observable with arbitrary accuracy. However, such kind of
measurement is not possible in quantum theory even if we use flawless measurement device. Heisenberg uncertainty principal provides the precession in
such kind of measurement. No quantum state shows uncertainty under the
measurement of single global observable. However, measurement of a single
local observable can manifest uncertainty in a quantum state. Uncertainty
in a quantum state can arise due to its classical mixing or due to its noncommutativity with the measuring observable. Girolami et al. [22] have introduced the concept of local quantum uncertainty (LQU, in short) as a measure
of minimum uncertainty by measurement of a single local observable on a
quantum state. This quantity identifies the true quantum part of error which
arises due to non-commutativity between state and observable and it does not
change under classical mixing. Zero uncertainty implies the existence of quantum certain (commutative) local observable corresponding to the state. Every
entangled state possesses this kind of uncertainty, i.e., there is no quantum
certain local observable for any entangled state. Even, mixed separable states
can show the same characteristic. The only class of states which remain invariant under such local measurement is the states with zero quantum discord[1].
Thus the non-zero discord state show uncertainty under the measurement of
a single local observable.
For a bi-partite quantum state ρAB , local quantum uncertainty(LQU) is
defined as,
Λ
UA
(ρAB ) := min I(ρAB , K Λ )
KΛ

(1)

The quantity I denotes skew Information, defined by Wigner and Yanase[23]
as,
1
√
(2)
I(ρ, K) := − tr{[ ρ, K]2 }
2
and clearly it is a measure of non-commutativity between a quantum state and
an observable. The minimization in (1) is performed over all local maximally
Λ
informative observable (or non-degenerate spectrum Λ) K Λ = KA
⊗ I.
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Local quantum uncertainty is inherently an asymmetric quantity. It is invariant under local unitary operations. It vanishes for states with zero discord.
For pure bi-partite states, it reduces to a entanglement monotone(linear entropy of reduced subsystems). In, two-qubit system all Λ dependent quantities
become proportional and the dependency on Λ can be dropped. So, LQU can
be taken as a measure of bi-partite quantumness in two-quit system.
Local quantum uncertainty has been calculated in DQC1 model and it
can explain quantum advantages by separable states like discord. LQU also
have significant application in quantum metrology. It has close connection to
quantum Fisher information[24,25] due to the link between Fisher information
metric and skew information[26,27]. It provides a upper bound to the variance
of best estimator of the parameter in parameter estimation protocol. LQU has
geometrical significance in terms of Hellinger distance[28] between the state
and its least disturbed counterpart after root of unity local unitary operation.
More specifically, for a quantum state ρ, UA (ρ) = DH (ρ, K A ρK A ), where
√
√
2
DH
(ρ, χ) := 21 tr{( ρ − χ)2 } is the squared Hellinger distance and K A is
root of unity operation on party A.
Explicit closed form of LQU has been derived only for some symmetric
class of states and for simple systems [22,29]. For a quantum state ρ of 2 ⊗ n
system,
UA (ρ) = 1 − λmax (W)

(3)

where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix W = (wij )3×3 , wij =
√
√
tr{ ρ(σi ⊗ I) ρ(σj ⊗ I)} and σi ’s are standard Pauli matrices in this case.
In two-qubit system, Bell states achieve maximum uncertainty value 1, which
shows that the definition of LQU is normalized. Since, LQU indicates non zero
value for separable state, so it will be interesting to investigate on “how much
we can do with separable state?” i.e., maximum uncertainty we can achieve
with separable state. LQU provides a guaranteed upper bound to the variance
of best estimator of parameter in parameter estimation protocol. The maximal
value will provide the limit of precession which can be achieved using separable
states in such metrological task. Our next curiosity will be whether there is any
connection between such separable states with maximum LQU and maximum
geometric discord. The problem is in fact a mathematical optimization problem
over all separable states (S) as,
max UA (ρ) = max(1 − λmax (W))
ρ∈S

ρ∈S

= 1 − min(λmax (W))

(4)

ρ∈S

i.e., we need to find out the minimum of λmax (W) over all separable states.
We will begin form separable X class of states. This is an important subclass
of states as it contains Bell diagonal states and Werner states. This class of
states are frequently encountered in studying quantum dynamics, condensed
matter systems, etc [30,31,32,33, 34].
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2 LQU in Separable X-state
Here we will start with the standard way of parameterizing a two-qubit X
state. Let us, first, consider any two-qubit state ρ in the form,


a11 0 0 a14
 0 a22 a23 0 

(5)
ρ=
 0 a32 a33 0 
a41 0 0 a44
The elements of the matrix satisfy,
a14 = a†41 ,

a23 = a†32


(Complex Conjugation)



4

X
aii = 1, (Normalization)


i=1



2
2
a11 a44 ≥ a14 , a22 a33 ≥ a23 , (Positivity)

(6)

The state contains seven independent parameter. However, LQU is local unitary invariant and we can easily drive out the phases from off diagonal element
by mere local unitary operation. Hence, we are left with only five positive real
parameters and henceforth with out loss of generality we will consider all aij ’s
as real and non negative. This X state has four real eigenvalues λ0 , λ1 , λ2 , λ3
0
0
0
0
0
and corresponding eigenvectors are |v0 i, |v1 i, |v2 i, |v3 i. Here, λi ’s and |vi i’s
P3
have dependence on aij ’s. Thus, ρ can be decomposed as ρ = i=0 λi |vi ihvi |
0
with |vi i being the normalized form of |vi i. The state vectors |vi i’s are mutuP3 √
√
ally orthonormal and we can easily write ρ = i=0 λi |vi ihvi |. After a bit
simplification it reads,


α1 0 0 α5
 0 α2 α6 0 
√

ρ=
(7)
 0 a6 α3 0 
α5 0 0 α4
with

√

√

λ0 ω02
λ1 ω12 

+


ω02 + 1
ω12 + 1 

√
√

2
2 

λ 2 ω2
λ3 ω3 


=
+ 2

ω22 + 1
ω3 + 1 


√
 √



λ2
λ3



=
+ 2
2
ω2 + 1 ω3 + 1 
√

 √

λ0
λ1


+ 2
=

2

ω0 + 1 ω1 + 1 

√
√




λ 0 ω0
λ1 ω1 


=
+

2
2
ω0 + 1
ω1 + 1 


√
√


λ 2 ω2
λ3 ω3 



=
+
ω22 + 1
ω32 + 1

α1 =
α2
α3
α4
α5
α6

(8)
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and

a11 − a14 + λ0 − λ1 

=



2a14




a11 − a14 − λ0 + λ1 



=

2a14


a22 − a33 + λ2 − λ3 


=


2a23





a11 − a14 − λ2 + λ3 


=

2a23


ω0
ω1
ω2
ω3

0

(9)

0

We also have the relation hvi |vi i = ωi2 + 1. According to the definition of LQU,
and it turns out that, W = Diag(2(α1 α3 + α2 α4 + α5 α6 ), 2(α1 α3 + α2 α4 −
P6
α5 α6 ), i=1 αi2 − 3α52 − 3α62 ). Let us define,

w11 = 2 (α1 α3 + α2 α4 + α5 α6 )



w22 = 2 (α1 α3 + α2 α4 − α5 α6 )
!
6
X



w33 =
αi2 − 3α52 − 3α62 


(10)

i=1

Till now, we have not taken into account the separability condition. PPT
(Positive partial transpose) criteria works as a necessary and sufficient condition of separability in two-qubit system. PPT criteria gives the following two
separability conditions,
a11 a44 ≥ a223

and

a22 a33 ≥ a214

(11)

These two conditions are dual to the original positivity constraints. We can
write an optimization problem of LQU over all separable X-states as,
Minimize λmax (W) = max{w11 , w22 , w33 }
Subject to :

√
√
a14 ≤ min( a11 a44 , a22 a33 )
√
√
a23 ≤ min( a11 a44 , a22 a33 )
X
aii = 1
aij ≥ 0,

(12)

∀i, j

If λ∗max is the solution of the minimization problem, we will have maximum
∗
LQU, UA
= max(1−λmax ) = 1−λ∗max . Now let us consider the case α5 α6 ≥ 0.
In this case, w11 ≥ w22 . Hence λmax (W) = max{w11 , w33 }. Depending upon
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the sign of w11 − w33 we formulate two optimization problems from (12) as,
Minimize λmax (W) = w33
Subject to :
w11 ≤ w33
α5 α6 ≥ 0
√
√
a14 ≤ min( a11 a44 , a22 a33 )
√
√
a23 ≤ min( a11 a44 , a22 a33 )
X
aii = 1
aij ≥ 0,

(13)

∀i, j

and
Minimize λmax (W) = w11
Subject to :
w33 ≤ w11
α5 α6 ≥ 0

√
√
a14 ≤ min( a11 a44 , a22 a33 )
√
√
a23 ≤ min( a11 a44 , a22 a33 )
X
aii = 1
aij ≥ 0,

(14)

∀i, j

In the first case (13), after simplifying, we get UA = 4 max{α52 + α62 } and in
the second case (14), UA = max{(α1 − α3 )2 + (α2 − α4 )2 + 2(α5 − α6 )2 }.
A little simple calculation and the form of constraints in the optimization
√
problem suggest us to choose a11 = a22 , a33 = a44 and a14 = a23 = a11 a33
for the sake of minimization purpose and we get w11 = 4(a11 − a33 )2 and
w33 = 16a11 a33 . We also need to consider normalization condition
a11 + √
a33 =
√
2+1
2−1
1
√ , a33 =
√ .
.
Under
these
constraints,
after
solving,
we
get
a
=
11
2
4 2
4 2
The regions corresponding to the two optimization problem are shown in (1).
Exactly√ similar analysis
follows if we choose α5 α6 < 0. In this case we get
√
2−1
2+1
a11 = 4√2 , a33 = 4√2 . The sates corresponding to both the solutions are
merely connected by local unitary σx ⊗ σx . Hence we obtain a unique (up to
∗
local unitaries) rank-2 separable X-state ρ∗ with UA
= 21 .

 √2+1
√
√1
0
0
2 √
2


2+1
√
√1
0
0 
1
∗
2
2


√
ρ = 
(15)

2−1
√1
√
4 0
0

2
2
√
2−1
√1
√
0
0
2
2
Interestingly, exactly same state (up to local unitaries) was shown[35] to have
maximum geometric discord among separable X-states.
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Fig. 1 (color online) The figure shows the region corresponding to w11 ≥ w33 and w33 ≥
w11 . The dotted upper boundary curve indicates the value of λmax . The two marked red
points indicate the minimum value of λmax in those regions and hence the points corresponds
to the solution of the optimization problem, i.e., maximum LQU

Any two-qubit quantum state, under local unitary
P3 equivalence, can be
taken as, ρ = 14 (I2 ⊗ I2 + xt σ ⊗ I2 + I2 ⊗ yt σ + i=1 ti σi ⊗ σi ) where In
denotes the identity matrix of order n, σ = (σ1 , σ2 , σ3 ) where σi ’s are usual
Pauli matrices, T = Diag[t1 , t2 , t3 ] is the correlation matrix with components
ti = tr(ρσi ⊗ σi ). x = (x1 , x2 , x3 ), y = (y1 , y2 , y3 ) are Bloch vectors with
xi = tr(ρσi ⊗ I2 ), yi = tr(ρI2 ⊗ σi ). Our numerical simulation with separable
states did not reveal any state with LQU greater than 12 . This tempted us to
conjecture that maximum value of LQU for two-qubit separable states is 21 .
This is in same spirit to the similar conjecture on discord, made in [36]. Starting from a different measure (discriminating strength) Farace et al.[37] find a
relation between their correlation measure and LQU. For two-qubit system,
they considered rank 2, 3 ,4 separable states and performed similar optimization. Their numerical result shows that rank-2 states achieve the maximum
LQU for B-92 states but the analytical proof is still absent. However they presented analytical proof in other dimensions.
Maximum LQU for separable Bell Diagonal states: This class of states
belongs to X class of states and have the form,
ρ = pI |φ+ ihφ+ | + px |φ− ihφ− | + py |ψ + ihψ + | + pz |ψ − ihφ− |
These states are entangled if any one parameter among pI , px , py , pz is greater
than 12 . In terms of Bloch representation, the state can also be written as,
3
X
1
ρ = [I2 ⊗ I2 +
tii σi ⊗ σi ]
4
i=1

Bloch vectors corresponding to this class can be obtained as x = 0, y = 0.
Whenever t11 = t22 = t33 = t (say) i.e., T = tI3 , LQU corresponding to this
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class is,

√
√

1√
1 + t 1 + t + 1 − 3t
2
Maximum value of LQU can reach 31 in separable domain (− 13 ≤ t ≤ 31 ). If we
consider any two of the tii are equal or when all tii ’s are unequal, our numerical suggest that we can’t reach more than 31 by separable Bell diagonal states.
UA (ρ) = 1 −

Dissonance: ρ∗ ≡ ρ∗AB is a rank-2 separable state and it can be written as,
= λ0 |φ0 ihφ0 | + λ0 |φ0 ihφ0 | where |φ0 i = a0 |00i + b0 |11i, |φ1 i = a1 |10i +
b1 |01i are orthogonal states and the parameters are λ0 = λ1 = 21 , a0 = b1 =
√
√ 2+1√ , a1 = b0 = √ 1 √ . Its dissonance (DA ) can be easily obtained[38]

ρ∗AB

4+2 2

4+2 2

form the purified Koashi-Winter relation,
DA (ρ∗AB ) = S(ρ∗A ) − S(ρ∗AB ) + EF (ρ∗BC )

(16)

EF denotes the entanglement of formation, S denotes von Neumann entropy
∗
and
A. Let |ΨABC
i=
√ dissonance√is considered w.r.t. the measurement on party
∗
λ0 |φ0 i|0i + λ1 |φ1 i|0i be a purification of the state ρAB . We can easily
evaluate the reduced states ρ∗AB , ρ∗BC , ρ∗A and obtain EF (ρ∗BC ) = S(ρ∗A ) ≈ 0.6,
S(ρ∗AB ) = 1. Hence, DA (ρ∗AB ) = 0.20175. This value is in fact very large within
separable states and it is higher than the dissonance of Werner class of states.
3 Behavior of maximal uncertain separable X-state in Entropic
Uncertainty Relation
The role of maximally uncertain separable state can be investigated in connection to the tightness of entropic uncertainty relation. In the presence of
quantum memory, entropic uncertainty relation was proposed by Berta et al.
[39] as,
S(P |B) + S(Q|B) ≥ −2 log2 c(P, Q) + S(A|B)
(17)
and later it was improved by Pati et al. [40] as,
S(P |B) + S(Q|B) ≥ −2 log2 c(P, Q) + S(A|B)+
max {0, DA (ρAB ) − JA (ρAB )}

(18)

where ρAB is the initial state between quantum system A and quantum memory B. S(P |B) and S(Q|B) are the conditional von Neumann entropies of the
state ρAB after measurement of the observable P and Q on A respectively
and S(A|B) := S(ρAB ) − S(ρB ) is the quantum conditional entropy without
measurement. c(P, Q) ≡ maxi,j |hpi |qj i| and {pi }, {qj } are the eigenvectors of
the observables P and Q. DA (ρAB ), JA (ρAB ) denotes quantum discord and
classical correlation of the state ρAB respectively and they are defined as,


JA (ρAB ) = max S(ρB ) − S(ρB|A )
(19)
{ΠjA }

DA (ρAB ) = I(ρAB ) − JA (ρAB )

(20)
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Fig. 2 Nature of entanglement as measured by negativity N and uncertainty gap ∆ for
the states χ. Both curve shows monotonic behavior. In fact maximum uncertainty gap is
achieved at  = 1. Uncertainty gap increases as  → 1 but negativity decreases. At  ≈ 0.714,
both becomes equal and then negativity further decays to zero but ∆ increases up to its
maximum.

maximum is taken over all projective measurement {ΠjA } on party A, S(ρB|A )
denotes the standard conditional entropy of the state obtained by the projective measurement on A[1].
We define the sum of uncertainty S(P |B) + S(Q|B) as UBP,Q and the lower
bound −2 log2 c(P, Q) + S(A|B) + max {0, DA (ρAB ) − JA (ρAB )} as LP,Q
B . The
difference ∆P,Q := UBP,Q − LP,Q
denotes
a
kind
of
uncertainty
gap
in
a quanB
tum state corresponding to the pair of observables P and Q. This quantity is
obviously non-negative and may characterizes the discrepancy between uncertainty of the measurement outcomes of P and Q [41]. Maximally entangled
states have ∆σx ,σz = 0 corresponding to the maximally unbiased spin observables σx and σz . We are interested in checking the status of this discrepancy
around the state of maximal uncertainty. We will consider both separable
and entangled states around ρ∗ . We consider the mixed entangled state χ =
√
ρ∗ + (1 − )|φ+ ihφ+ |, where |φ+ i = |00i+|11i
. For this state, we have the con2
√

√

ditional entropies S(Q|B) = H({ (2−8 2) , (2+8 2) , 4−(2+
8

√

√
2) 4−(2− 2)
,
})
8

−1

√
√
√
√
2) 4−(2− 2)
,
}) − 1 corresponding
and S(P |B) = H({ (2−8 2) , (2−8 2) , 4−(2−
8
8
to spin observables σx and σz . H({pi }) is the usual Shannon entropy of the

probability distribution {pi }. The uncertainty gap is monotonic as evident
from the FIG. 2. ∆σx ,σz obtains its highest value corresponding to  = 1, i.e.,
ρ∗ has maximum uncertainty gap from this class. Even if we consider the noisy
∗
mixed separable state pρ∗ + 1−p
4 I, the state ρ shows the highest discrepancy.
4 Conclusion
We have thus shown that among separable X states there is a unique state
which attains the maximum value of LQU. The same state also attains the
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maximum value of geometric discord among similar class of states. We believe
that this result can be extended (based on our numerical exploration and
also from the work of Farace et. al.) to whole separable class of states and
in that case this value will be a good indicator of entanglement since the
amount of uncertainty beyond the value 12 necessarily imply the existence of
entanglement. We hope, our result will provide a limit that we can achieve by
separable states in some other quantum information theoretic tasks or some
protocols in near future.
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